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MISSION
Statement

1. What is a business “Mission”

A Mission describes the overaching purpose of the organization –
the reason it exists.
Your mission statement answers the questions:

Who are you, as an organization?
Why do you exist?
What do you do?

Who do you serve?



MISSION
Statement

2. It should include
Purpose – A sentence that describes the end result the organization 

seeks. 
Purpose statements usually include two  phrases:

An infinitive that indicates a change in status, such as:
to increase, to decrease, to prevent, to eliminate

An identification of the problem or condition to be changed.

Business – A description of the primary means used to accomplish 
that purpose. This statement outlines the  "business" your 

organization chooses (i.e., activities or programs), in order to 
pursue its purpose. Specifically, you must  answer, 

"What activity are we going to do to accomplish our  purpose?" 

Business statements often include:
The verb "to provide" or link a purpose statement 

with the words "by" or "through".



VISSION



MISSION
Statement

1. What is a business “Vission”

A Vision is a guiding image of success. It is pursuit of  his shared 
image of success that inspires, motivates and guides  people to 
work together.
Some criteria to guide in developing and assessing the effectiveness  
of a vision statement are:

It answers the question, “What will success look like?”
It is compelling,
It challenges and inspires the group to stretch its capabilities  to 
achieve its purpose,
It focuses first on the client to be served or impacted,
It describes what the organization will look like when  functioning 
effectively.

Vision statements begin with intuition and ideas, evolve through  
discussion and result in a shared sense of direction and motivation



VALUES



Values
& Beliefs

1. What “Values” and “Beliefs” are?

Values are beliefs that your organization’s members  hold in common 
and endeavor to put into practice.

- Values guide your organization’s members in performing their  work.
- They answer the question --“What are the basic beliefs that we  
share as an organization?”
- Adherence to the organization’s values, “walking the talk”,  fosters 
individual and organizational integrity



Workshop



GOALS

MISSION, VISION, VALUES: A WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP GOALS

 To establish mission, vision, values as the foundation for  successful development of an
organization and the cornerstone  for effective performance results

 To provide a framework for developing a mission statement for your organization or
assessing the extent to which your current mission statement is aligned with the needs of
those you serve

 To explore and understand the dynamic relationship that exists between an organization’s
vision and values and the behaviors and practices that enable success



THE END


